
Clarification on Moves Elements for 2011 High School Season

For A Level Moves, the 4th element may be either:
• Novice Rocker/Choctaw Sequence (pattern 5, not 4 as stated in announcement)
• Junior Back Loop Pattern; skater will perform ONE length of arena, using either foot of choice 

(pattern 6a or 6b)

For B Level Moves, the 4th element may be either:
• Prejuvenile 5-step Mohawk Sequence (pattern 6) – one side only
• Intermediate FO Twizzles (pattern 4); skater shall perform FO patterns only, R and L foot, 

lengthwise on arena

For C Level Moves, the 3rd element may be either:
• Preliminary Back Crossovers (pattern 1); skater will perform 1 figure 8 pattern BACKWARDS 

only)
• Preliminary Forward Circle 8 (pattern 5); skater will perform ONE figure 8 pattern, FO edges 

only (R and L foot circles)

Clarification on How Competition will run (Comp #1 of season)

For each discipline the first 4 teams, A, B, and C will enter the ice together and have a 1-minute 
STROKING ONLY warmup.  Then each element will have a short warmup before it starts.

For each element, the A skater from a team will skate, then the B skater, then the C skater, if present. 

Then we move to the next team in sequence.

There will be no simultaneous skating (A and B will not skate at the same time)

The C team, which has only 3 elements, will skate in sequence with the FIRST 3 elements for A/B. 
There will be no C level element skated on the 4th round.

In each case the first 4 (or 5, depending upon which district) teams all skate in the first part of their 
time slot, then they leave the ice and the remaining 5 teams enter.

The starting team for each element rotates down one “slot” for each discipline.

Each team is permitted ONE reskated element per level, per competition.

Note we may  be experimenting with competition format this season to determine the best timing 
options.  This format holds for the first round of compeition.


